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What is strategy?

“Air  Sandwich“  

A strategy is a set of 

hypotheses about cause 

and  effect….and  can  be  

expressed by a sequence 

of if-then statements.
ROBERT KAPLAN

& DAVID NORTON

“Linking  the  Balanced  Scorecard  to  Strategy”  1996



“Air  Sandwich“  

A good strategy honestly 

acknowledges the 

challenges being faced 

and provides an approach 

to overcoming them. 

“Air  Sandwich“  
At  general  management’s  core  is  

strategy:  defining  a  company’s  

position, making trade-offs, and 

forging fit among activities 

…Strategy  renders  choices  about  

what not to do as important as 

the choice about what to do. MICHAEL PORTER

“What is strategy?”  Harvard Business Review, 1996



“Air  Sandwich“  

But these choices beget more 

choices in the rest of the 

organization…Each  level  in  

the organization has its own 

strategic choice cascade. 

Strategy is…

… a hypothesis about a desired position

… about overcoming challenges

… a choice and about trade-offs

… hierarchical



What isn′t strategy?

Analysis

Planning



Analysis

STRATEGY

Planning

Strategy is…

… a hypothesis about a desired position

… about overcoming challenges

… a choice and about trade-offs

… hierarchical

… not only analysis or planning
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Analysis

STRATEGY

Planning

Building strategy is a 

creative exercise to design 

a way of overcoming key 

challenges to reach a 

desired outcome with an 

interlocking set of choices 

for consistency in action.  



What is UX strategy?



Ripple Effect

UX Strategy is…

… a hypothesis about a desired experience

… about overcoming UX challenges

…  a set of choices 

… hierarchical, aligning upward

…  not only analysis or planning 

UX strategy helps the business solve its problems through an 

interlocking set of choices that coordinates UX activity for a 

desired experience. 



Elements of Strategy

5 Ps of Strategy

1. Pattern – Trends from the past

2. Position – Desired outcome

3. Perspective – Philosophy of working

4. Ploy – Out-maneuver opposing forces

5. Plan – Course of action



5 Strategy Questions

1. What's your winning aspiration? 

2. Where will you play? 

3. How will you win? 

4. What capabilities are needed? 

5. How will you manage strategy?

LAFLEY & MARTIN MINTZBERG KEY QUESTIONS

Pattern What challenges motivate action?

Aspiration Position What are your aspirations?

Playing field Perspective What will you focus on?

How to win Ploy What are your guiding principles?

Capabilities Plan What types of activities are needed?

Management How will you measure success?

Strategic Questions



www.experiencinginformation.com

ELEMENT BUSINESS STRATEGY

Challenges Losing customers and revenue due to 
disruption and slipping market relevance

Aspiration Reinvent the business to maintain leadership

Focus Areas

• Global
• Research institutions
• Online channels
• Social media

Guiding Principles Leverage scale and authority to win

Activities

• Acquire
• Innovate business model 
• Refresh brand
• Build expertise in social

Measurements Ç Retention  Ç Revenue

Einstein Media Co. 
Worldwide leader in scientific publishing

EXAMPLE
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End 
consumers

Communities, 
social

Information 
interaction: 

finding & 
publishing

Ethnography
Workflow 
models, 

touchpoint 
maps

Guidelines and 
governance

Enable users to 
be discoverers 

of scientific 
breakthroughs

Modular, 
ubiquitous, 
but familiar 

formats

Organize 
and design 

across 
workflows

Ç
Satisfaction 

(SUS)

% of UIs that 
comply to 
guidelines

Questions?

Next up

- Tools
- Communicating Strategy
- Why UX Strategy



Tools

CUSTOMERS

BUSINESS

Value

Business & UX Alignment



Value-centered design starts a story about an ideal 

interaction between an individual and an organization

and the benefits each realizes from that interaction.

JESS MCMULLIN, “Searching  For  The  Center  of  Design,“  Boxes and Arrows, 2003

• Customer Journey Maps

• Experience Maps 

• Service Blueprints

• Mental Model Diagrams

…

Alignment Diagrams

JIM KALBACH "Alignment Diagrams: Focusing the Business on Shared Value" Boxes and Arrows



Customer Journey Map

Customer

Business

Touchpoints

Customer Journey Map



Service Blueprint

Experience Map



Mental Model Diagram

INDI YOUNG Mental Models, 2008 

Author Involvement Levels

Example: “Author Journey“



Look for patterns:

1. Gaps 

2. Efficiencies 

3. Barriers 

4. Competition

Strategy Canvas



Strategy Canvas

W. CHAN KIM & RENEE MAUBORGNE Blue Ocean Strategy (2005)

Example UX Strategy Canvas



Tools

Alignment
Diagrams

Strategy Canvas

Communicating Strategy



It’s  a dirty little secret: most executives cannot articulate the 

objective, scope, and advantage of their business in a 

simple statement.  If  they  can’t,  neither  can  anyone  else.

DAVID J. COLLIS AND MICHAEL G. RUKSTAD “Can  You  Say  What  Your  Strategy  Is?”  Harvard Business Review (2008)



Strategy is about telling a persuasive story.

1. Discuss

2. Diagram

3. Document

4. Illustrate

Multiple forms and repetition are essential

Communicating UX Strategy



• Workshops with mix of stakeholders 

• Conduct planned exercises 

• Lead discussions and make decisions

1. Discuss

Strategic Converations



2. Diagram

IKEA Activity Map + UX Overlay

BRANDON SCHAUER



Compile and document elements (~2 pages)

3. Document

Example Guiding Principles



Create screens or artifacts that represent and embody key 
elements of your strategy, e.g., desired UX, guiding principles. 

• Mock-ups

• Prototypes

• Scenarios

• Storyboards

• Videos

4. Illustrate

Why do we need UX strategy?



“You’ve  got to start with the 

customer experience and work 

backwards to the technology.”  

STEVE JOBS (1997)



“Air  Sandwich“  
An Air Sandwich is a strategy 

that has a clear vision and future 

direction on the top layer, day-

to-day action on the bottom, and 

virtually nothing in the middle–

no meaty key decisions that 

connect the two layers.
NILOFER MERCHANT

Today, you need to build a better ecosystem that continues to 

be perceived as better and that somehow generates revenue 

in a world where customers expect things to be free.



1. Shift in business

2. “Air  sandwich“

3. Ecosystem design

Why UX Strategy

1. Shift in business

2. “Air  sandwich“

3. Ecosystem design

4. Large org with dependencies

5. Migrations and acquisitions

Why UX Strategy



OBJECTION ERROR ANSWER

“We  can’t  wait  and  
need  to  get  started.”

Strategy is long 
analysis

There’s a simple framework to generate a UX strategy 
quickly to help the business overcome its challenges.

“You can’t  predict  
the  future.”

Strategy is detailed 
planning

We’re  not  trying  to  plan everything detail, but we 
need a shared perspective to ensure alignment. 

“We  already  have  a  
corporate  strategy.” “Air  Sandwich” UX strategy provides a basis for decision making at 

our level that is consistent with the business goals. 

“Just  deliver  the  
screens.”

Failure to recognize 
dependencies

UX is more than UI, and we need to think across 
touchpoints. This is will help differentiate us. 

“This  will  slow us 
down.” Strategy is inefficient Setting a common direction now will help the entire 

team be more efficient and save costs later.  

“We  already  have  a  
project  plan.”

Planning results in 
winning

Beyond a plan, we need to make choices that will help 
us reach our aspirations and coordinate activity.

Arguments

@JimKalbach Principal UX Designer, Citrix

www.experiencinginformation.com

Workshop:  “Mapping  the User Experience”

UX STRAT Conference, Sunday Sept 7, Boulder CO

DANKE SCHÖN


